
For years, book bands have provided an easy reference point to help teachers choose reading books for 
children. While classifying books from pink to lime and beyond may appear useful, the grading is based 
simply on factors such as the length of words, sentences and texts, the range of punctuation used, and 
the size of print. 
 
Because children’s prior phonic knowledge is not considered, book bands instead rely on repetitive,        
predictable text, sight words and multi-cueing1 & 2.   
 
In contrast, books which have been carefully matched to a child’s developing phonic knowledge provide multiple 
benefits: 
 
• they are fully decodable and match phonics teaching so far; children can read independently and 

with confidence 
• the only strategy required for reading visually unfamiliar words is all-through-the-word sounding 

and blending 
• no guessing is required3 so children have a secure and confident start 
• children can use their phonics to read familiar words and discover new ones, helping to increase 

vocabulary knowledge 
• decodable books do not need to rely on repetitive, predictable text, which can often be boring for 

children  
• books with a phonics focus reinforce the knowledge and skills required for spelling 
• progress is rapid when children can practise and apply the specific knowledge and skills as they are 

taught in class 
 
Ultimately, the aim of phonics teaching is to enable children to become confident, capable readers, who 
can decode and understand whatever they choose to read. Good decoding is a prerequisite of good   
comprehending. Decodable reading books should be used to support a high-quality phonics programme.  
 
With optimal teaching through systematic synthetic phonics, most children will no longer require books 
that are matched to their phonic knowledge by the end of Year 1/Primary 2. By this stage, children should 
be able to decode most words independently. The RRF would stress that all books written in English are 
decodable for those who have enough knowledge to decode them.  Some children will still benefit from 
the support that decodable readers can provide, and these should be used as appropriate. 
 
All major publishers now offer phonically decodable strands as part of their range.   
 
We recommend that decodable readers replace book banded ‘look and say’ books in the early stages in 
Reception / Primary 1 and Year 1 / Primary 24. 
 
In England, the use of Book Bands is incompatible with a statutory requirement of the National             
Curriculum (2013): that children should be taught to ‘read aloud accurately books that are consistent with 
their developing phonic knowledge and that do not require them to use other strategies to work out 
words’.  
 
We recommend that other curriculums adopt similar statements, which are based on evidence5.  

An Alternative to Book Bands 

for Beginner Readers  



For more about Book Bands, see: 

 

‘Why Book Bands and Levelled Reading Books Should Be Abandoned’  

http://www.iferi.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/Book-Bands-Should-Be-Abandoned-1.pdf 

 

‘Why Book Bands Block Children’s Reading Progress’ http://www.ruthmiskin.com/en/news/2016/09/15/
ruths-blog-why-book-bands-block-childrens-reading-progress/ 

 

‘Whoopsie Daisy’  

http://www.ruthmiskin.com/en/news/2016/09/15/ruths-blog-whoopsy-daisy/ 

 

1 In ‘Book Bands for Guided Reading’, produced by the UK Reading Recovery National Network, the words, 
‘taking risks and making informed predictions’, are used; then there is more detail about using               
illustrations, initial letters, prior knowledge, language syntax, etcetera, as the child ‘reconstructs the     
author’s meaning’.  

 
2 In ‘Book Bands for Guided Reading’, it is stated that children must learn to select ‘the most efficient 
strategies from a range’ to read unfamiliar words.   

 
3 Context is occasionally required to determine the meaning of a word for pronunciation purposes as with 
the different vowel pronunciations in ‘read’ and ‘wind’. Pictures and context support meaning-making, 
which is different from promoting word guessing for lifting the words off the page. 

 
4 While we recommend decodable reading books for independent reading practice, children should always have 
free access to a full range of texts, including non-fiction. High quality experiences, including sharing and discussing 
books, stories, and reading of all kinds, should be a prominent feature in all classrooms. 

 
5 One source of evidence for the benefits of ‘decodable’ books is the ‘Follow-up Study from Reception to 
Year 1 (2010-2012) and Summary Report of an earlier Longitudinal Study (1997-2004) The Effects of a  
Systematic, Synthetic Phonics Programme on Reading and Spelling by Dr Marlynne Grant. She writes, 
‘Note the extra gain of 5 months in average reading age between 1998 and 1999 when the first set of   
decodable reading books was introduced, other teaching variables remaining the same.’  

http://www.rrf.org.uk/pdf/Grant%20Follow-Up%20Studies%20-%20May%202014.pdf 
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